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Columbia Basin Watershed Network Update
Senior Manager Update
Claire Pollock-Hall is the new coordinator for the
CBWN. Claire works for Living Lakes Canada
(LLC) who have been contracted by CBWN for
project deliverables.

Funding
Claire Pollock-Hall
The Columbia Basin Trust has phased out core
Photo credit: Living Lakes Canada
funding for the CBWN after this fiscal year. This
change in funding is a reflection of efforts to
strategically fund projects aligned with a basin wide scope with regard to water data gaps
identified in the CBT report https://ourtrust.org/wpcontent/uploads/downloads/WaterMonitoringandClimateChange_FullReport_2017_FINAL_We
b-5.pdf . CBWN is in transition and still able to meet its current funding deliverables while
seeking additional funds for mapping and an equipment library in partnership with LLC.

Columbia Basin Water monitoring Collaborative - Living Lakes Canada
An opportunity exists for the CBWN to transition into the Columbia Basin Water Monitoring
Collaborative (The Collaborative) through addressing both organizations’ shared monitoring
priorities. The Collaborative is developing an open source database, known as the data-hub or
The Collaborative, which allows groups to store their data in a publicly available database. The
Collaborative is part of a coordinated effort to make data more accessible, of higher quality and
more available to decision makers and community. There are many groups throughout the
Columbia Basin collecting data on water quality and quantity and it is imperative that these data
are not lost. It is also critical that data is made available to those who are able to utilize its
importance for future water management efforts, to inform policy and determine sensitive areas
in the face of climate change.
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Columbia Basin Groundwater Monitoring Program - Living Lakes
Canada
The Columbia Basin Groundwater Monitoring Program partners with well owners to monitor
groundwater levels throughout the Columbia Basin. The impetus for the Program is the need for
data to effectively manage groundwater
for both human needs and to protect the
environment.
Groundwater in mountainous regions
exhibits a tremendous diversity of flow and
transport processes because of the variety
of geological, topographical, climatic, and
land cover characteristics. Collecting sitespecific data on individual aquifers can
help protect and manage valuable
groundwater resources as pressures such as
water demand, climate change, and land
use changes intensify.
The Program identifies priority areas and
suitable wells for monitoring in partnership
with community groups, landowners, First
Nations, municipalities, and regional and
provincial governments. Suitable wells
meet construction standards and are
typically not actively used as a water
supply. The Program helps secure
equipment and provides training, field
support, data management, and analyses.
The data show how groundwater levels
change seasonally, and from year to year.

Photo Credit: Living Lakes Canada

The data are shared publicly on the BC Real-time Water Data Tool where they can be accessed
by citizens, researchers, water managers, water licensing officers, and policy makers.
If you are interested in initiating groundwater monitoring in your area, or know of suitable wells
for monitoring contact the Program Manager, Carol Luttmer at carol@livinglakescanada.ca or
groundwater@livinglakescanada.ca.
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Research project - Rachel Pierson, M.S. Student, Natural Resources,
University of Vermont
The project’s purpose is to better understand why volunteers participate in stream water
monitoring programs and what actions they may take as a result of participation - taking place in
Canada (Columbia Basin), New Zealand (Wellington region) and the US (Chesapeake Bay
region).
Information has been collected via a survey which was mailed out to groups in addition to
interviews to gauge what motivations influence participants’ decision to volunteer, how
motivations compare cross-culturally and whether there is a variance in the top motivations of
volunteers between countries. Suggested motivations for completing volunteer monitoring
include; helping the environment, getting outdoors, project organization, social and/or personal
benefit. Outcomes as a result of monitoring include knowledge gain or employment, place
attachment, changes in values, social or self-esteem, attitudes and behavior.

CBWN Member Group Updates/Concerns and current monitoring
efforts
CBWN Fall Meeting - Nelson - 9am-12pm, November 25, 2019
Groups/ Individuals present:
Duhamel Watershed Society
Liard Creek Water Users
Rhymeley and Wyandotte, Balfour
Glade Watershed Protection Society
North Kootenay Lake Water Monitoring Program
Salmo Watershed Streamkeepers Society
Central Kootenay Invasive Species Society
Nature Conservancy
Regional District of Central Kootenay
Nelson/Creston BC Greens - Eagle Creek
Community Member - Salmo, BC
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Community of Balfour, Laird Creek
● Cooper Cedar Creek going to be logged, already affecting watershed greatly and causing
avalanches
● Landslide into Laird, affected 100 people used bottled water for 2 years
● Creeks no longer flowing
● Working with community water groups, trying to improve forest practices
● Forest Range Protection Act doesn’t protect water - only responsible for timing and
quantity of flow
● Ymir, other rural watersheds having similar problems
Monitoring
● This group is not doing any monitoring right now, but hope to start soon because clear
cutting is taking place at the headwaters of the river and is already having ill effects. This
is a subjective measurement currently because no monitoring is being done.

Laird Creek Water Users
● Logging changed with landslide, creek filled with mud
● Logging companies don’t leave residual trees, other trees blow down, this impacts
erosion of landscape and snowfall/snowmelt
● Trying to change aggressive cutting happening in Laird and Balfour area
Monitoring
● Started monitoring back in 2004 or 2005, have data going back this far
● BTCS collected data 2011
● Monitored from April through October - Turbidity and temperature
● Great before/after study—similar baseline data from actual watershed

Glade Watershed Protection Society
● Submitted information to forest practices board questioning some of the hydrology report
● Submitted request for Section 29 investigation with water quality protection—Interior
Health response was no investigation needed - filing judicial review
● The group owes $15,000 to the court because they lost the judicial review
● Judge essentially said there’s nowhere he sees they have a right to clean water—impetus
for article printed in the Narwhal
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Monitoring
● 2015 - daily turbidity monitoring
● Planning to monitor discharge automatically
several times a day
● Collect turbidity on a daily basis to see if there
is siltation associated with logging
● Also collect daily conductivity, temperature,
max and min of air temp near creek differences observed in max/mins in open
areas and forested areas—open area 5-10
degrees warmer than forested area—expect to
see this temp increase in a clear-cut area which
is also of concern
● Worked with Selkirk College and got a
baseline of benthic macroinvertebrates—good
indicator of health in the creek—data that
compares before and after logging
Heather McIntyre, Glade Watershed Protection
Society.
Photo credit: Living Lakes Canada

Duhamel Watershed Society
● Participated in responding to forestry and
range practices amendment proposal, went
in with organization for change but
amendment didn’t change primary problem - forestry practices
● Between forest fires, seeing greater amounts of silt
● Discovered 80% of old growth they have is not within old growth management areas that
are supposed to be protecting it, only 20% within this area
● Also have mining on their watershed—tried to persuade mining company to complete
water sampling—Braveheart signed on to do this but haven’t seen results yet
Monitoring
● 2014 - Set up water monitoring on creek - lumber org. funds support for that monitoring
● Monitor at 3 locations- lowest point at lowest level of creek, one above clear cut and in
middle
● Protocol for monitoring is normally turbidity and temperature, also sample for coliform
in fall time-frame
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Central Kootenay Invasive Species Society
Monitoring
● Since 2014 - Beginning of June to end October - Invasive mussel program- Zebra and
Quagga Mussels - in almost every state and province except for BC, Alberta,
Saskatchewan, Washington, and Idaho
● Looking for invasive mussels in larval stage—free floating, microscopic
● Partnered with Okanagan Nation Alliance for ZQM Monitoring
● American bullfrog eradication program, in Creston and south of Salmo - CKISS part of
American Bullfrog Eradication Team - Greatest concern is protecting endangered
Northern Leopard Frogs

Salmo Watershed Streamkeepers Society
● Logging endemic problem throughout province - no responsibility for BCTS to do prelogging monitoring
● Watershed planning team focused on ecosystem health - 4 forestry companies - have
asked forestry to support water temp and discharge monitoring, not consistent assistance.
Talked with companies about setbacks on fish bearing streams
● Could they contribute large woody debris for restoration efforts
● Advocacy directions we have around forestry efforts—need to focus on these efforts

*Monitoring - please contact if you need assistance with coding and analysis tools for datasets
● 13 active temperature monitoring sites - 3 main stem sties, 2 sites on each of 10
tributaries in watershed
● Focus on tailings relevant data, contaminants, not only turbidity and temperature
● Discharge for 14 years in sheep creek, also main stem Salmo, Ross Creek, Coarse Creek
● Documenting decline—started focusing on restoration, built 1,600 sq. km of wetlands

Regional District of Central Kootenay - Area E
● 7 Watersheds within this district, limited power to make changes
● Trying to compensate for lack of source protection is hitting people individually—
working to accept more systems into RDCK because staff struggle to keep up with
increasing requests from communities to treat their water
● Onus is put on water groups for having clean water source. No filter will stop debris from
entering water source
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● Using emergency management funds to assess risk in region with regard to climate
change
● Watershed governance pilot project on the go—initial workshop in December
● Oppressive water treatment and purification regime in province—people are not speaking
out about changes in their watersheds
● People working in drought monitoring want information about creeks that are not
servicing people. This information is necessary in an era of climate change when
temperature of creeks can make them less reliable for safe water than in the past
● Recommendation to communities to log, time and date water quality information within
local area/watershed especially when water is low or quality is compromised, hold on to
info for now
● Important that the province knows what’s going on

Monitoring
● On website—mid-October list of wildfires and watershed reports after wildfires, will
have hydrology reports that are required after them
● Governance Pilot project developed by RDCK with guidance from Polis. Martin Carver
and Christina Metherall are assisting with the investigation - a field team went out in the
summer to look at parameters in designated watersheds

CBWN Fall Meeting - New Denver - 2-5pm, 25 November, 2019
Groups/individuals present:
Slocan River Stream-keepers
Slocan Lake Stewardship
Society
SWAMP
Silco Forest Foundation
Passmore Lab
Columbia Shuswap Invasive
Species Society (call in)

Columbia Shuswap
Invasive Species
Society

Claire Pollock-Hall, New Denver Meeting.
Photo Credit: Living Lakes Canada

● Quagga and Zebra mussels - Difference
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●
●
●
●
●

between native and non-native is that invasive mussels cling to things, whereas native
mussels are found in the substrate but do not attach themselves
Once mussels get into waterbody, almost impossible to eradicate
Mussels in Montana found in 2016 in one sample but not since, closest state to BC where
mussels have been found
BC has a provincial mussel defense program where every watercraft entering must pass
an inspection—those boats with mussels found on them are decontaminated
Also looking at preventing the spread of invasive plants
Don’t know of any bull frogs in Columbia Shuswap region, but are looking to people
who use the Bullfrogs (school dissections, food) to try to ensure they don’t use native
species

Monitoring
● Monitoring 5 different water bodies within the Columbia basin for mussels
● Taken 40 core samples, analyzed in a provincial laboratory to determine if there are
invasive mussels or not, so far none which is great
● Japanese knotweed removal—not easy to dig up because of root structure, also where to
put roots because if you put them in new place they’ll grow again - recommend using a
chemical to treat knotweed
● If site is by a waterbody there is no chemical solution - refer to Provincial water code

Slocan Streamkeepers
● Slocan River potentially reaching high temps in the summer, affecting fish populations
(bull trout can’t reproduce at about 18 degrees, they are getting readings above 19
degrees)
● Highlights importance of tributaries that are cold water refuges for fish populations
● Impact of landslides and increased turbidity highlighted in gap analysis
● Funding from CBT to put together water quality monitoring program
● Landslides are something natural, but previously happened every hundred years and did
not negatively impact watershed like they do today
● More fires due to climate change will only compound deforestation and landslides
● Because of logging—lose carbon sequestration, water storage
● Forestry is the largest greenhouse gas emitter in the Province so obviously this is a
problem

Monitoring
● Created gap analysis in Slocan Watershed. 6 spots in river that they are monitoring
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●
●
●
●
●
●

CABIN assessment on Lemon Creek
Program on Winlaw Creek with school groups to do basic WQ monitoring
Completed E. coli program on Winlaw Creek
Low flow stream measurements on some creeks in valley
Part of Water Rangers program
Little Slocan monitoring: Turbidity at two different bridges at confluence—turbidity has
been bad, but didn’t start measuring until recently

Slocan Lake Stewardship Society
● Bonanza Creek: CBT and Ecosystem Enhancement Funding for 3 years to restore 3
wetlands between Slocan Lake and another lake—historically railroad goes through here
which changes hydrology
● Currently have a lot of data and would like to see it used by researchers or informing
policy
● Need a better way to take discharge measurements because their creeks are more like
rivers so they can’t accurately measure flow year round
● Cannot measure creeks on other side of lake - boat access only
● Between New Denver and Kaslo there is no monitoring being done—need monitoring
here—lots of logging, recreation, threats of development
● Silverton Creek—has most bull trout reds—very sensitive to sediment and temperature
change
● Planning a ski hill development and lodges, private land, 2 different developments

Monitoring
● Three creeks being monitored are: Silverton, Carpenter and Wilson Creeks - have been
monitoring these 3 creeks on the same days for the past 2 years for the same parameters
● Measurements done on Slocan Lake in 2008, 2010, and 2012 to look at characteristics of
water- emphasis on tributaries to the lake rather than lake itself in past 5 years
● Silverton Creek- 2015-2017 - basic parameters, metals, E. coli and CABIN
● Carpenter Creek - basic parameters since July 2010 to present
● Wilson Creek- monitored since December 2017 to present
● Bonanza Creek—two different blocks of monitoring. Most recently 2013 to present—
consistency to compare creeks—monitoring effects forestry, Carpenter historically has a
lot of mining, also recreational pressures

CBWN Fall Meeting - Invermere - 2-5pm, November 26, 2019.
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Groups/ Individuals present:
Nature Conservancy of Canada
Columbia Lake Stewardship Society
Lake Windermere Ambassadors
Regional District of East Kootenays
Columbia Basin Watershed Network

Columbia Lake Stewardship Society
•

•
•

Participating with several other
organizations (CBWN, CWSP, LLC) on
wetlands, data monitoring and
management).
Leading several education and signage
projects along Columbia Lake
Following up on Kokanee salmon within
upper reaches of Columbia-Kinbasket
system (spawning areas in Columbia River
and Dutch Creek).

Maggie Romuld, Invermere Meeting
Photo credit: Living Lakes Canada

Monitoring
• Water quality and quantity monitoring commenced in 2014. Five years of baseline water
quality data collected; now focussed on monitoring for specific indicator parameters.
• Water quantity (surface flows) measurements commenced in 2014 and have since
expanded. These include former WSC station on Columbia River (HWY 93/95),
Columbia Lake, Dutch Creek and Columbia River at outlet. Determined that Dutch Creek
is a dominant factor related to Columbia Lake'a water level.
• Groundwater contribution study completed in 2018 indicated that groundwater is a
significant and consistent source of water to the lake.
• A flow measurement program on 2 tributary creeks was started in 2019 and will continue
in 2020.

Lake Windermere Ambassadors
● Working this winter and early 2020 to put together a state of the lake report to collate the
baseline data and past 10 years monitoring
● Hope to re-shim Lake Windermere late summer and next fall with Living Lakes Canada
● 4 summer camps at James Schibow Beach
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Monitoring
● 9th year of monitoring, plus 5 years of
baseline data
● Interesting trends related to lake depth in
relation to 10year data, pH levels were
fairly high this year

Nature Conservancy of Canada
● Have land across basin and streams to
conserve in basin
● Working with Bill doing some
monitoring on various properties to see
what is here in the basin
● Hope to be able to apply some of this
information to restoration projects—
wants to learn how to do some of this
monitoring work pre and post restoration

Ed Gillmor – Columbia Lake Stewardship Society
Photo credit: Living Lakes Canada

CBWN Fall Meeting - Cranbrook, 10am-1pm - November, 27 2019
Groups/ Individuals present:
City of Cranbrook
Flathead Lake Biomonitoring Station
Columbia Outdoor School
City of Cranbrook
Mainstreams
Village of Canal Flats

The City of Cranbrook
● A few years ago the city decided it needed to step up with work in relation to the creek better function, reduce man-made channels, work on erosion and flood management
● Historically focused on drinking water quality—this is city’s core mandate, needed to
change to focus to creek health also
● Working with Todd from Columbia Outdoor School as an anchor to stakeholder relations
with First Nations and the Province
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Monitoring
● Since 2011—have hydrometric stations which gather info year-round and create reports
on flow now and prior to reservoir.
● Want to update to real time telemetry to set emergency water quality alarms
● Also installing weather stations at the reservoir so they can correlate weather events to
water quality changes and data
● What they really want to do with info is make long-term informed decisions, reservoir
currently sustainable for next 50 years, but contemplating if they should move the
reservoir higher up where temps will be cooler—do they need more groundwater wells?
● Working with Columbia Field School to reach First Nations and to gain an ecological
perspective

Columbia Outdoor School (COS)
● Been working most closely with City and partners to guide what rehabilitation of the
creek will look like moving into the future
● Over the last 3 years have had pretty close to 5,000 kids on the creek
● Just drafted invasive management plan for the creek— implementation by City will begin
soon
● Starting to look at fish populations in the creek, trying to bring native species back
● Grant proposals: species composition, abundance, pebble count and habitat assessment
for the next few years
● How to engage with community and school kids, want to have as many school kids
involved as possible in the next year
Monitoring
● Identified they have about 20 years of data gap right now
● Just installed 16 temperature loggers along the creek to collect temp related issues
Ktunaxa and Aq’am are very interested to monitor some of the stations and this would
help with data collection
● Coordinating with City’s data, eventual hope is that all data will be open sourced for
college, consortium, and all partners

Mainstreams
● Involved with city from 2003-2011—data given to the City
● As of early November 2019 - had projects in Mart Creek and Kimberly
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● Mainstreams working with City of Kimberly and Friends of Lewis Creek, currently a
water assessment of Lewis and Kimberly creeks - Ryan McDonald (hydrologist) involved
in this because of flooding
● Jim and Laura Duncan have managed Mainstreams for past 16 years, this is their last year
● Recently have seen many forest fires—concerned with air quality during forest fires
● UVic— looking for projects to fireproof wildland-urban interface in communities in the
Kootenays
● Concerns with slash burning—why can’t excess wood product be sent to the pulp mill?
● Meeting between Council Chambers and the Ministry of FLNRORD discussed slash
burning
● City has been advocating for less slash burning and secondary use of raw lumber
● Private land is the biggest issue, no control over this

Village of Canal Flats
●
●
●
●
●
●

In process of conducting flood mitigation study
Hosted Columbia River Treaty Conference this summer, 6 First Nations attended
With Cranbrook not a lot of leeway regarding timber
Proposal from water bottle company didn’t align with core values so was denied
Flooding issues are from Kootenay River—sits about 10m higher than Columbia
Predominantly water studies are along Kootenay because during freshet they typically
have most problems

Flathead Lake Biological Station
● Biggest threat right now is invasive species—zebra and quagga mussels = loss of tourism
● If Montana is infested with the mussels it could cost $234 million per year to address and
restore Flathead Lake
● Mussels detected 3 hours east of Flathead in Tiber
● Roadside checks (Honour system): Tiber reservoir has a restriction where every boat
coming out has to be inspected, and if they are leaving the area they have to be
decontaminated.
● Citizen uproar who think Tiber should be closed to prevent spreading of mussels - after 5
years of no detection it’s assumed clear
● Currently using environmental DNA as a tool as a way to look for evidence of these
mussels - Montana currently doesn’t accept evidence of DNA alone as an indicator - big
push to have DNA accepted regionwide
● Trying to develop a portable DNA Tracker for regular testing of water bodies
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● Reached about 2,500 kids this year with education program, would like to expand this K12 program across the state of Montana and transboundary
Monitoring
● Looking at water quality of Flathead lake and surrounding areas for past 40 years
● Go out once a month on Flathead Lake (plankton counts, water quality, chemistry) have a
good trend analysis
● Have been able to prevent phosphorus from coming into systems
● Phil also belongs to Upper Columbia Basin Commission—legislatively mandated
program to look at aquatic invasive species

Rachel Pierson, University of Vermont
Photo credit: Living Lakes Canada

~Thank you ~
Thank you to our funders and everyone who managed to attend one of the CBWN Fall Meetings
this year, it was great to have the opportunity to meet with groups within a more intimate setting.
We hope you found the fall meetings valuable and look forward to seeing you again at the next
CBWN event.
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